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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Trim Licorice Twist cardstock to 5”x 12” and align on left 
edge of Beautiful paper (marbled side), securing with 
scotch tape on the backside. Use remaining Licorice Twist 
piece ( 7”x 12”) for right side of spread, securing in the 
same manner. Cut layout base in half at 12" mark.

2 Cut three circles from Hot Cocoa paper 3”, 4” and 5“ in 
diameter (aqua gingham side). Adhere 4” circle to left top, 
2.75” from left edge, allowing .5” to hang off top edge. 
Adhere 3” circle to right side, 3.25” from top edge and 
5”from right edge. Adhere 5”circle near bottom, 8” from 
left edge, allowing 1” to hang off bottom edge. Trim off 
overhang.

3 Trim a 12”x 7” piece of On Point paper (pink dancer side). 
Use a scallop border to punch two 12” strips from Cotton 
Candy Plaid cardstock. Adhere scallop strips to top and 
bottom edge of On Point paper, adding machine stitching 
if desired. Adhere piece to layout, 2.5” from left edge and 
1.75” from top edge.

4 Print three 3.25” square photos and one 4”x 6” photo. Use 
foam adhesive to adhere as shown, positioning first square 
photo 2.75” from left edge and 4” from top edge.

5 Select two chalkboard labels. Adhere one in upper left 
corner, 1.75” from left edge and 1.75” from top edge. On 
second label, adhere two die-cut hearts from Bits & Pieces 
pack. Add machine stitching across hearts, if desired. 

Adhere tag to right side of page, 5.5” from right edge and 
4” from bottom edge.

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

SO MAGIC (24x12)
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6 Select Yuletide letters for title. Adhere to right of 
second tag. Adhere exclusive gold glitter title below 
as shown.

7 Using the exclusive kit cut files, electronically 
cut three snowflakes from Lily White 
cardstock (3”, 3.5” and 4”). Adhere the 
3.5” snowflake in upper left corner, the 3” 
snowflake on right side above title, and 4” 
snowflake on bottom center. 

8 Type or print journaling on Lily White 
cardstock. Cut into strips and adhere to 
layout as shown. 

9 Select four snowflake dies cuts from Bits & 
Pieces pack. Adhere two in top left corner, to 
left of aqua circle and atop chalkboard label. 
Adhere two under 4”x 6” photo, to left of aqua 
circle as shown.

0 Select two small and one large wooden button. Thread 
large button with white twine, if desired. Adhere one small 
button in upper left corner as shown. Adhere large button 
on bottom aqua circle as shown. Adhere second small 
button on chalkboard label near title.

{ Embellish with clusters of gold sprinkles in upper left corner, 
bottom edge and above title.

title
photo

3.25 x 3.25
photo

3.25 x 3.25
photo

3.25 x 3.25
photo

4 x 6
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1 Select Tiara cardstock as layout base. 
Trim a 12”x 6” piece of BRR paper 
(pink polka dot side) and adhere to top 
edge of cardstock. 

2 Using exclusive kit stamps with 
pink ink, stamp the large snowflake 
randomly across polka dot paper, 
letting some images bleed off the 
outer edges.

3 Trim a 12”x .5” strip of Hot Cocoa paper (aqua gingham 
side) and adhere strip along bottom edge of BRR paper.

4 Print a 5.25”x 4.75” photo and use dimensional adhesive to 
adhere to layout, 1.5” from left edge and 1” from top edge.

5 Print a vertical strip of three photos (each 3”x 2.25”) and 
use dimensional adhesive to adhere to layout at an angle, 
about 3.5” from top edge and 1” from right edge. 

6 Select Yuletide letters for title. Adhere under large photo.

7 Use the exclusive kit cut files to electronically cut the word 
“joy” from Tropical cardstock at 4” wide. Spray with aqua 
ink, if desired. Adhere under white letters, aligned on right. 
Embellish “j” with a gold sprinkle.

8 Fussy cut three trees  (pink, white & aqua) from Joy paper. 
Adhere above photo strip as shown. Select a large wooden 
button and thread with white twine, if desired. Adhere to 
center of white tree. 

9 Fussy cut a pink peppermint from Holly Jolly paper. Adhere 
to left of title, tucking behind first letter. Select an aqua 

heart and mitten die-cuts from Bits & Pieces pack and 
adhere to left of title as shown. Select small wooden button 
and thread with white twine, if desired. Adhere to right of 
aqua heart.

0 Type or print journaling on Lily White cardstock. Cut into 
strips and adhere to layout below title.

{ Cut or punch a 2” circle from Oh What Fun! paper (heart 
side). Adhere in upper left corner of large photo. Fussy cut 
the “hello, snow” banner from Hot Cocoa paper (journaling 
card side) and adhere atop circle as shown.

} Selected red tag die-cut from Bits & Pieces pack. Use the 
exclusive kit stamps with red ink to stamp “winter” on edge 
of tag. Trim just below stamped image and adhere atop 
large photo as shown.

q Add zig-zag machine stitching around outer edge of layout, 
if desired.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions 

SNOW JOY (12x12)
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1 Select an A2 card base. Trim a 4.25”x 5.5” piece of White 
Dotted burlap. Wrap a double strand of twine around 
burlap, 1.25” from bottom edge and tie in bow (if desired) 
and adhere to card base.

2 Select three tree die-cuts from Bits & Pieces pack. Trim a 
piece of Merry paper to cover the largest tree and adhere to 
die-cut. Use dimensional adhesive to adhere trees as shown. 

3 Use the exclusive kit stamps with red ink to stamp the word 
“believe” onto Lily White cardstock. Trim out with scissors. 
Adhere with dimensional adhesive below trees. 

4 Select sentiment die-cut from Bits & Pieces pack. Adhere 
across tree die-cuts.

5 Select large wooden button and thread with twine, if 
desired. Adhere above center tree as shown.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step card instructions

BELIEVE CARD (4.25x5.5)

sentiment sentiment sentiment
sentiment sentiment sentiment

DESIGN TIP: If a die-cut isn’t quite right for your project, alter it to fit! Cover it with patterned paper, dab on in ink or paint, or add some 

sparkle with small rhinestones or jewels!
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Lisa Dickinson
is a graphic designer  

living in Colorado with 

her husband, two kids, 

and a menagerie of 

spoiled pets. 

Like many scrappers, Lisa 

was introduced to the 

scrapbooking in 1998 at a Creative Memories party. 

Her first scrap project was an album documenting 

her honeymoon, complete with shaped photos and 

a plethora of beach-themed stickers! In the years 

following, her style evolved and in 2003, she had her 

first layout published in Simple Scrapbooks magazine. 

Since then, she has contributed to several magazines 

and manufacturer design teams, as well as authoring 

the book Design Workshop from Ella Publishing. 

When she’s not scrapping, Lisa enjoys running, cook-

ing and beating her family at Trivial Pursuit.

See more of Lisa’s work at:

www.lisadickinson.typepad.com

designer & kit cut files

To download these exclusive City Sidewalks 
electronic cut files, please visit: 
www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctwinter16-city-sidewalks
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   ONLINE
BONUS

If cabin fever is setting in, we have the cure for
your wintertime blues! Our spring kits will debut  

March 1, 2017 so be sure and check the  
website for your first look!
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